Detecting and capturing 3D human structures from the intensity-based image sequences is an inherently arguable problem, which attracted attention of several researchers especially in real-time activity recognition (Real-AR). These Real-AR systems have been significantly enhanced by using depth intensity sensors that gives maximum information, in spite of the fact that conventional Real-AR systems are using RGB video sensors. This study proposed a depth-based routine-logging Real-AR system to identify the daily human activity routines and to make these surroundings an intelligent living space. Our real-time routine-logging Real-AR system is categorized into two categories. The data collection with the use of a depth camera, feature extraction based on joint information and training/recognition of each activity. In-addition, the recognition mechanism locates, and pinpoints the learned activities and induces routine-logs. The evaluation applied on the depth datasets (self-annotated and MSRAction3D datasets) demonstrated that proposed system can achieve better recognition rates and robust as compare to state-of-the-art methods. Our Real-AR should be feasibly accessible and permanently used in behavior monitoring applications, humanoid-robot systems and e-medical therapy systems.
Introduction
Most of the signal/video or image data used nowadays are retrieved by a body-attached/hanging sensors such as body markers or video cameras, which are the most widely used sensors. These sensors recovering the valuable data and advent the automated home monitoring systems in the present digital technologies and intelligent systems era, made the significant contributions to identify the daily routine activities of the inhabitants, create activity log information for health observation and provide support to the problems being faced by the individuals residing independently [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . A routine-log is basically an auto-generated sequential records in which human's daily routine behaviour is monitored, displayed and saved in the form of video or by wearable sensor's signals data [6] [7] [8] . It can be implanted/fixed in the user gadgets in numerous applications like elderly healthcare services, security surveillance and smart home [9] [10] [11] [12] .
To apply routine-log features over activity recognition (AR), there are two key factors to recognize the human activities such as extraction of appropriate features and classification of these extracted features to select the appropriate activity [13] . Therefore, to explore feature extraction method, many previous approaches have been proposed such as silhouette based AR, skeleton-joints based AR and spatiotemporal interest point based AR [14] [15] [16] . Whereas, for the classification approach, several linear and probabilistic classifiers have been used in the field of computer vision and pattern recognition to classify the human activities [16] [17] [18] .
Similarly, we used multiple sensors to measure data for AR in the form of signal or images. In case of RGB (i.e., digital) cameras, features values and classification are just restricted with limited information. In addition, these cameras need complex installation which make high computational cost and unsuitable for the real-time applications. One of the major drawbacks of RGB sensor is that it is hard to differentiate the similar human activities performed by different subjects having similar height and body shape [19] . Therefore, these sensors provide low recognition accuracy and fail to recognize different activities efficiently. Due to above reasoning, we used newly launched depth cameras to recognize human activities. In case of depth camera, it provides maximum pixel information (both intensity plus digital data), less expensive, easy installation, joints body parts information and distance based subject information.
Using multi-camera (i.e., depth) scenarios, we can avoid several issues such as 3D non-rigid reconstruction problem, dynamic background complexities or lighting issues during continuous movements of subject and gain numerous features such as body-postual construction and recognizing the human activities [20] [21] [22] . In [23] , Xia et al. showed the human posture using histogram of 3D joints locations (HOJ3D). These features are then extracted by transforming the invariance skeleton joints into spherical coordinates to recognize human behavior. In [24] , Oreifej and Liu used skeleton joint information to model body pose and motion information. Then, motion and geometry cues based on histogram of normal orientation (i.e., 4D depth, time and spatial coordinates) are successfully processed to recognize the human activities. In [25] , Kamal et al. represented the human skeleton by considering joint information (i.e. relative joint positions, temporal movement of joints and offset of the joints) with respect to the depth intensity values to evaluate recognition performance. Until now, to the best of our knowledge, there are very limited work has been exposed in which joints information, depth silhouettes and routine-logging features are used in a single platform. Therefore, we planned to implement a routine-logging system having novel feature extraction techniques, handling self-occlusion issues, managing human's scaling normalization and utilizing depth data to recognize the daily human activities in real time. In [26] , Ming et al. proposed hybrid texture-edge local pattern coding and integration of RGB and depth feature values to examine the recognition rate. In [27] , Charalampous and Gasteratos developed on-line deep learning algorithm treated with spatio-temporal features for classification accuracy of different actions.
In this paper, we focus on tackling the problems of tracking human skeleton generation models, complex 3D motions especially for the 3D human postures and treatment with bulk of unnecessay data during continuous routine-log's activity recording. In addition, some useful features are concatenated by two different features types at the extraction level such as position features deal with local motion and directional features that measure the movements of joint points information, respectively. In order to examine the recognition performance, a new depth activity dataset is provided that contains segmented video sequences for training/ testing, and ensures that the proposed method can be applied more broadly. Also, it will become a benchmark dataset for routine-log activity recognition based on stereo camera. In summary, the major contributions of this research paper are shortened as follows: (1) We proposed the real-time AR system combined with likelihood recognizer values that can track the occluded and complex postures. (2) Also, it can detect very fast body parts movements by considering posture normalization mechanism. (3) It has major novelty in the form invariant characteristics along with translation and scaling techniques. Also, training and testing processes consume less computational time and complexity as compare to deep learning [26] and other methods [23, 24] . Some real-time smart activity monitoring systems examples are mentioned in Fig. 1 . The remainder portion of the paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we provide a detailed procedure of the proposed method based on depth data acquisition, feature extraction techniques and recognizer engine. In Section 3, we discuss experimental settings and results. Finally, Section 4 presents the conclusion.
Method and Design

Proposed Routine Logging System
Here, we give a brief introduction of few research items which are most relavant to the proposed method. The data acquistion process (i.e., removing noise, generate stable skeleton models, joint identifications), second is motion feature generation (i.e., position features) , third is recognizer engine as HMM for training and real-time testing (i.e., evaluating each activity status) and lastly, routine-logging files are developed to make use of the well-managed life routines of the user. An input sensor is used for the proposed system which is the Microsoft Kinect depth sensor that produces RGB and depth maps based on distance information. Fig. 1 shows the overall flow of proposed system. The process of training each activity in proposed system is described in Fig. 1(a) , while to find maximum likelihood among all activities and to create routine logs from the identified activities is demonstrated in Fig. 1(b) . 
Data Acquisition Process
Initially, a succession of depth silhouettes based on routine-log Real-AR system are extracted having user's everyday logs activities via depth sensor. The depth silhouette of the human body is drawn out from each depth data having a size of 320x240. Few samples of depth silhouettes-based taking medicine and hand clapping activities are presented in Fig. 2 . 
Joints Information based on Skeleton Body Model
A skeleton body model is generated [28] from its corresponding human body silhouette for each activity [29] to express the joints information. Fig. 3 represents the sample joints based poses with their respective depth silhouettes.
Trained likelihood values of each activity
Recognized Activity The skeleton pose is merged together with the information of joint points [30] . Consequently, the skeleton pose/model is described with the help of the joint points of different body parts. In Fig. 4(a) , depth silhouette is presented. While, in Fig. 4(b) , a skeleton model is sketched accompanied by a vector of 15 joints of body parts. Whereas, the relative skeleton body model of (a) is depicted in Fig. 4 (c) . Circles (i.e., red in color) are used to demonstrate 15 body joints. 
Routine logs
Input depth maps sequences
Feature Generation Techniques
We execute position motion and difference features [31] , after obtaining fifteen 3D coordinates joints values (J x , J y , J z ). The position motion M J of the motion parameters [32] measures the distance between reference and current joints of successive frames [33] and is defined as
where J x , J y , J z are the 3D joint structure matrix which denote the 3D position of the i th body joints. The left-sided term in Eq. (1) is the position motion joint coordinate values (x, y, z) of pre-reference frame J (i-1) which encode 3D positions of tracked features points. The right-sided term encourages the 3D joints structures coordinates of reference frame J (i) . Furthermore, a set of position motion characteristics are acquired using the sampled activities accompanied by a series of frames (F). In Fig. 5 , we have three different parameters in which "Magnitude (Position)" calculates the position values of 3D coordinates, "F" represents the total frames used as 0 to 10 and "no. of features" are extracted from 15 body joints areas. motions with body model low-rank representation for real-time Smart activity monitoring system We measure the movement angles difference of ith body joints between two consecutive frames to formulate the position angles features, which is computed as;
where C 1 and C 2 denote the x position of the ith body joints at successive frames respectively and tan is a vector of 45 dimensions (15x3). Few examples of position angles features by considering taking medicine and working at computer activities are represented in Fig. 6 . In Fig. 6 , "Direction (rad)" measures the angle change in each joint point, "F" represents the total frames and "no. of features" consists of x, y, and z coordinates values at 3D joint points as 45. At last, by applying the spectral k-mean clustering to vector D (i.e. 1x60), the explicit symbolic structure can be obtained. More details about this process can be found in [34] [35] [36] [37] . Nevertheless, the proposed method doesn't enquiry the 3D subspace structure, only need to ensure that the 3D structures from overall features subspaces are preferred by proper discriminating among different classes. We applied such data for activity recogntion purpose using HMMs. Fig. 7 consists of following steps as; (1) it is started with continuous depth silhouettes as an input, (2) feature generation techniques are applied over skeleton models having joint points identification [38] , (3) it used quantized algorithms to symbols of data elements [39] of the joint body parts and (4) codebook are generated for training/recognition of each activity. In-order to improve the real-time activity detection and recognition response time for codebook size, we set an optimal value of codebook size to get real-time system results. Fig. 7 . Block diagram to analyze continuous video having joint points information, its features and symbol values.
Training and Recognition Using Recognizer Engine
Hidden Markov model (HMM) is considered as a generative probabilistic model that intends to describe the temporal sequences of uncertain input data. Then, it processes hidden states from observed data [40] [41] [42] based on its transition probabilities. There are four different probabilistic values used in HMM scenarios such as initial probability of the states, emission probability matrix, observation symbols probability and transition probability matrix. During training HMM, extracted features of each activity is used to train the four-states-left-to-right HMM model [43] [44] [45] and all activities are determined their specific likelihood values. In Fig. 8 , all four states are used to measure likelihood values based on probabilistic values. Its values are embedded in-between 0-1. The feature vectors represented as symbol sequences are acquired to recognize an activity from the codebook creation and symbol assortment. It is applied on all of the trained HMMs to determine the likelihood [46] and then one among all is selected having the highest probability [47] 
where Act Recog is based on likelihood [48] of O on corresponding trained activity HMM i .
Experimental Setting and Results
We make the quantitative evaluation of the proposed approach for accuracy evaluation on two annotated datasets against two different baseline methods. In experimental environment, a depth camera is adjusted at the top corner of the room. Each subject moves in front of camera inside the room [49] having a distance range of 2.5-2.8 meter [50] . The depth camera captures different activities from both the front and side views of the subjects.
In-order to train the system, we built the depth silhouette database including six most common smart home activities such as walking, exercise, cooking, taking medicine, hand clapping and working at computer performed by seven different volunteers. Each activity is represented in a video clip of 20 frames. We used 55 clips from each activity to build the training data and training data contained 6,600 activity depth images. In testing, all six activities are randomly performed and recognized. Finally, we produce different routine logging files to improve the quality of life.
System Interfaces
Meanwhile, we evaluate the performance of the proposed approach by reconstructing 3D skeleton motion from real-world 3D projection stemming from depth pointer-trackers of videos in training phase as presented in Fig. 9.   Fig. 9 . Training data collection interface of proposed real-time routine logging system. While, to recognize the desired activities, the information of the joint points is made available to be used to calculate the motion parameters attributes and incorporated the trained HMMs as depicted in Fig. 10.   Fig. 10 . Testing interface including feature generation and trained HMM toolbox for proposed real-time routine logging system.
Recognition Analysis of Continuous Routine Logging Systems
The depth cameras that observe the daily life actions of various subjects over definite hours in a day examine continuous video. Based on these measurements, we explore the performance of the two approaches such as conventional and proposed approaches. The linear discriminant analysis (LDA) on principle component (PC) features is used as a conventional approach. The recognition comparisons are performed between originally recognized activities and the ground truth data using depth silhouettes (see Fig. 11 ). The PC extracted global feature properties are followed by the implementation of LDA (i.e., LDA on PC features) [12] to examine the behavior of each activity mentioned. It can be noticed that some activities are not identified accurately like cooking, exercise, taking medicine and hand clapping which ultimately caused low recognition rate. However, the recognition outcomes of the proposed routine logging approach explores more persistently matching between the recognized activities and the ground truth and is illustrated in Fig. 12 . Hence, it is proved that the proposed approach achieved higher recognition rate against the conventional approach as shown in Table 1 . 
Comparison of Recognition Results of the Conventional and Proposed Routine Logging Approaches via Depth Images
In this section, a comparison is made between the proposed routine logging system and the conventional approach by considering the depth silhouettes. The two routine logging systems are implemented to study relatively. Out of two systems, one covers LDA on PC features while the second system includes the motion factors of the body joints for Real-AR. For fair comparison, pre/post processing stages that includes human silhouettes extraction, training and running patterns of logging system remain unchanged. Fig. 13 shows the assessments of the recognition results of both LDA on PC attributes and the proposed routine logging factors. Hence, the proposed approach improved the recognition rate for almost all the smart home activities. Fig. 13 . Recognition rate comparison between conventional and proposed approach using depth images. Table 1 , we calculated the recognition accuracy between existing and proposed methods. In case of existing as LDA on PC, Rf and ICA features, mean recognition rate are 71.25%, 72.83% and 74.58%, respectively. On the other hand, the proposed routine-logging approach show the improved recognition rate of 89.33% as compare to LDA on PC features via depth images. The proposed system operated about 18 frames per second during real-time scenarios. Finally, the overall comparison show that proposed routine logging approach provide better features and higher recognition rate than the LDA on PCA features, respectively. All experiments were implemented on 3.4GHz Inter Core 2 Duo Processor having 16GB RAM and a depth camera.
By considering
Experiments with MSRAction3D dataset
There is a benchmark dataset in the field of action recognition which is known as MSRAction3D dataset. It consists of twenty different actions captured by RGB-D camera. We performed a cross subject test and compared its results with other state-of-the-arts algorithms to evalauate the proposed system model (see Table 2 ). 
Methods
Recognition rate (%) Bag of 3D points [53] 74.7 Eigenjoints [54] 82.3 STOP features [55] 84.8 Proposed algorithm 89.6
Conclusion
We proposed a real-time routine logging system to recover complex 3D human motions from multi-camera retrieved images based on matured feature representation processes. In addition, the proposed invariant scaled and translated skeletal model empirically proves to be more effective to represent complex human motion. Once the system is well trained, it provides maximum likelihood-based activity data and generates routine logs to improve life routine. Relying on the outcomes of the experiments, improved recognition rate of 89.33% is attained against the conventional approach as 71.25%. Moreover, the conventional approach has lack of confidence in serious body torso rotation and dealing with single depth features motions with body model low-rank representation for real-time Smart activity monitoring system attribute, which causes low recognition rates.
The proposed approach can be easily deployed to monitor and control smart home/office/hospital environments in a daily routine life.
